DH Landscape at Fordham – Personnel, Fall 2016

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- Faculty Technology Center
- Academic Computing
- Fleur Eshgui (IT)
- Alan Cafferky (IT, Instructional Technology) (initial contact)
- Shawn Hill (IT, Instructional Technology)
- Elizabeth Cornell (IT, Communications)

SOME DIGITAL HUMANITIES PRACTITIONERS
- Amy Aronson (Comm. & Media Studies)
- Elizabeth Cornell (IT and English)
- Gregory Donovan (Comm & Media Studies)
- Glenn Hendler (English)
- Julie Kim (English)
- Maryanne Kowaleski (History & Medieval St)
- Micki McGee (Sociology & Amer Studies)
- Laura Morreale (Medieval Studies)
- Barbara Mundy (Art History)
- Nicholas Paul (History)
- Brian Reilly (MLL)
- Maria Ruvolt (Art History)
- Sarah Gambito (English)

INFORMATION SCIENCE SPECIALISTS
- Michael Considine (IT, Walsh Library)
- Jane Suda (Reference, Walsh Library)
- Katherina Fostano (Art History)
- Tierney Gleason (Ref & DH, Walsh Library)
- Liz Karg (Emerging Technologies, FU Library)
- Ryan Mendenhall (Metadata, FU Library)

DHWG Steering Committee 2016-17
- Elizabeth Cornell
- Gregory Donovan
- Maryanne Kowaleski
- Micki McGee
- Laura Morreale

Grad Student DH Group
- Tobias Hrynick
- HASTAC Scholars: Sharon Harris Jeter, Damien Strecker